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The Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman 
The Honorable Janes K. Asselstine 
The Honorable Frederick N. Bernthal RECEIVED * The Honorable Thomas N. Roberts 
The Honorable Lando W. Zech. Jr.  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission MAY 13 S 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

mm. M' FA 
Gentlemen: a...  

on march lie ifl6, the Commission held a meeting at which 
TVA representatives described various steps It was taking In 
the operation of its nuclear program. Steven A. white.  
TVA's Manager of Nuclear Power. was Its primary spokesman.  
but others, including me. responded to questions. one 
serie$ of questions Involved TVA's actions on claims of 
harassment by four TVA employees. Those claims were tiled 
under a Federal statute which provides for their resolution 
through an administrative Investigation, hearing, and 
decision. with a limited judicial review. The claims vere 
and are being pursued in accordance vith that statutorily 
mandated procedure.  

we would normally consider it Inappropriate to discuss 
pending claims of this kind in a forus other than the one in 
which they are being proctessed. Indeed. the transcript of 
the march 11 meeting states In part: 

The transcript Is intended solely for general 
informational purposes. As provided by 
10 CYR 9.103. It is not part of the formal or 
Informal record of decision of the matters 
discussed. Expressions of opinion in this 
transcript do not necessarily reflect final 
determination or beliefs. No pleading or 
other paper may be filed with the Commission 
in any proceeding as the result of or 
addressed to any statement or argument 
contained herein, except as the commission 
may authorize.  

However. in an April 10 letter to the commission, counsel 
for the claimants. Lynn@ Ietnabei. urged that the Commission 
investigate certain statements which Kr. White and I had 
made at the March 11 meeting. We therefore think it proper 
to give the Commission our response to the substance of that 
letter.
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To begin with, statements on the claims made by counsel 
outside the Process established by Congress to pass on them 
should be recognized and treated as those of an advocate 
Interested in a result favorable. to her clients. Kaer 
statements by counsel (other than admissions for a client) 
do not constitute any evidence of "facten which they may 
purport to set forth. moreover, while requesting that the 
commission Investigate mt. Whitels and my orepresentations.0 
counsel seeks to support that request by the Use Of Such 
oblique phrases as 0appear to have Misled.0 distorted the 
state of their inowledge.0 and 61 have good reason to 
believe." We believe this type of invective Is patently 
Inappropriate. and particularly so When, as discussed below, 
the insinuated conclusions &re baseless.  

The premise underlying.counsells letter Is that Mr. White 
and I have a Clear Idea of the Identity of TVA employees who 
may bave acted adversely to her clients and of the nature of 
their actions. The letter represents that there are several 
bases for so concluding: (1) Mr. White made no attempt to 
get In touch vith the four claimants whom counsel represents 
to discuss their harassment claims with them; (2) my office 
had Completed an Investigation Of two Of the Claims; (3) the 
claims of her clients themselves provided this information; 
and (4) the Department of Labor, In seeking to resolve 
claims by Conciliation before Issuing a decision in Its 
Investigation, provides Information which. in counsel's 
apparnt vieW, TVA could have used to base a conclusion. In 

addition, counsel complains that Mr. white and I misrepre
sented the nature of the hearing which either party can 
request after a determination by the Department of Labor 
based on its investigation. My comments on these points &to 
as follows.  

1.. My office did begin an investigation of two of the 
claims, those by Messrs. Smith and Guity. Kc. Smith told 
the Investigating lawyer in my office that he would not talk 
to TVA representatives about his Claims eXCept in the 
proceedings before the Department of Labor. He was later 
quoted in the press assaying he bad been advised by 
Ms. lernabel not to talk to TVA, and Ks. Dernabui was quoted 
as Saying With respect to that advice that TVA Was )JUSt 
trying to find out about our case so they can undercut It 
before It gets to a hearing.* She was also quoted as
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describing the Department of Labor'* Investigative 
decisions. which had not yet been Issued. as preliminary 
findings that would probably lead to a bearing. A copy of 
that newspaper article is enclosed.  

In August of 19S5. Mr. Guity similarly refused to discuss 
his situation with TVA investigator.. In the December 13.  
196S complaint filed by Ns. 3.rnabei on Mr. Guity's behalf.  
she states that Kr. Guity refused to give a TVA Investigator 
information on the complaint previously filed by Mt. Smith.  

All four claimants. as indicated In her letter to the 
Commission, are represented by No. Dernabei. In these 
circumstances. It seemed to us futile to attempt to talk to 
the other two claimants. Mr. White vas aware of this and.  
since the Claimants vere represented by counsel and In view 
of her statements, w6 advised him that It would be inappro
priate for him to attempt without counsel's consent to talk 
to the Claimants directly about the substance of their 
Claims. As recently as April 22, No. Bernabei refused to 
agree to Kr. white's talking to them without her presence.  
Thus, We regard counsel's statement that there was no effort 
to talk to complainants as inaccurate and Incomplete.  

2. Me. lernabeis9 statement that by March 11 my office had 
already made an investigation of the complaints of 
Messrs. Smith and Guity is also wrong. My office began an 
investigation Under WVA's longstanding policy of seeking to 
Identify any discrimination that may occur and take 
corrective action, Irrespective of any legal remedy which a 
complainant may have. However, no investigation was 
completed then Or now. A Proper investigation Can hardly be 
completed without obtaining information from the person in 
whose Interest and On whose Complaint It is being conducted.  

3. Us. Iernaboi states that WVA should know the identities 
Of any Of Its employees guilty of harassment because of 
allegations made In her clients, claims. However, no proper 
investigation Can accept as factual a bare Contention 
advanced In a Claim. This elementary principle of fairness 
Is reflected in the lon -established judicial rule that the 
nore filing of a complain-t indicates nothing as to the 
merits of the allegations It contains.
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4. Ms. Bernabei's suggestion that TVA should know the 
Identity of any harassing officials because the Department 
of Labor provides some Information In Its conciliation 
process is equally devoid of substance. The conciliation 
process takes place before any investigation Is completed by 
the Department of La-bor, and even in the Department of 
Labor's decisions based on Such Investigations. the names of 
harassing officials or employees are not stated. Indeed, 
the Department of Labor's notices of determinations of.  
violations state only'-& conclusion of discrimination without 
including any names of. harassing employees or facts showing 
the discrimination. Mo0reover. TVA representatives have been 
told by Department of Labor Investigators that they Cannot 
name specific harassing persons.  

The considerable discussion during the March 11 Commission 
-meeting as to whethei TVA could or should obtain the 
Department of Labor Investigative files and act on them is 
relevant to this discussion. The Department of Labor 
procedures provide that Its whistleblower case files may be 
disclored upon settlement by the parties prior to the 
complezion of the Investigation phase, and also after an 
Investigation is completed and the decision letter is 
mailed. Its procedures state that the files material io 
then Available for disclosure Upon receipt of a Freedom of 
Information Act request, a request from another Federal 
agency, a request from an administrative law judge, or 
through discovery procedures utilized by an attorney.  
However, when we have sought to obtain files material after 
decisions have been made, the Department of Labor not only 
refused to make them available through April 24 under any of 
these processes, but told us that even though decisions had 
been made, the files Were not eVen Complete In one case.  
Accordingly, In the pending hearings on two of the cases, we 
subpoenaed the files, and upon the Department of Labor's 
refusal to comply With the subpoena, We had to file a motion 
to compel production before It produced a limited portion of 
the files. As we Indicated Ini connection with the March 11 
meeting, the Freedom of Information Act procedure Is not 
available to TVA siace a Federal agency is not a *Person* 
Who may file a request Under that Act. This surely 
illustrates the incorrectness of the suggestion during the 
discussion at the March 11 meeting that the Department of 
Labor files are available to TVA and would torm a basis for
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TVA action on the complaints. On April 25 and 20. the 
Department of Labor did give us portions of its files in the 
French and Guity cases, but they have been so redacted as to 
be of only minimal use.  

Finally. Mr. White and I accurately represented the nature 
of the hearing which can be requested. The Commission 
Includes at least one lawyer, and Its General counsel as 
well as the Ezecuive Legal Director were present. During 
the March 11 meeting,-ttere was an apparent suggestion that 
by asking for a hearing--which Is a part of the process 
prescribed by Congress for resolving such claims--WVA Was in 
some way acting Improperly. As ye explained. a hearing 
permits WVA to obtain information on which It can act when 
the necessary information Is not available to WVA from an 
Investigation Of its own and the Department of Labor's 
Investigation determination has been (as it always has been 
so far) merely conclusory.  

A heating Permits each party to elicit and present facts and 
arguments. That is an integral part of the administrative 
and judicial litigative process In this country. it Is. of 
course. a, lawyer's duty to fully present a case on which the 
laWYer is engaged. We make no apology for carrying out that 
duty.. out position at the march 11 meeting and now is that 
if at any stage of the Investigative, hearing, or review 
process WVA has sufficient information from which it can 
determine that a prohibited act has occurred, WVA will act 
without the necessity of a decision by the Department of 
Labor or any other tribunal.  

We have previously informed the Commission that WVA has a 
formal, written policy adopted on the Initiative of Its 
Board of Directors in 1980. It expresses a firm prohibition 
against any harassment of individuals who express their 
views, as well as a commitment to discipline any employees 
found to be harassing others. Basic fairness, as well as 
the law, to both those claiming harassment and those against 
whom it Is alleged, dictates that WVA should have substan
tial Information that harassment has occurred and that one 
who is alleged to have engaged In It has done so. We regret 
that some react negatively to WVA's following the prescribed 
statutory process for detetmining these matters when the 
facts ate not otherwise available to it.
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Finally. the reference in the April 10 letter is inept in 
disputing Mr. White'$ statements about plowing new ground by 
attempting to connect then to the canescent oFordg case, 
The DFord~. matter Is now several years old and Mr. Delord 
has stated that TVA's attitude In hearing and considering 
differing views is such improved. The specter of the De~or 
case In no way reflects the present atmosphere or adds 
credence to existing claims. Moreover. the transcript of 
the March 11 meeting shows that Mt. White's remarks about 
plowing nev ground referred to his efforts to talk directly 
with a Department of Lr~hor Investigator to obtain 
information on which TVP ~ight act more quickly on 
hatassment claims. The :szlcks he made had nothing to do 
with TVA's past expert6.3e with such claims.  

We appreciate the opportunity to provide this Information to 
the Commission about'the basis of my statements and the work 
of this off ice. In the past this office has aggressively 
investigated claims of harassment. we have previously made 
available to the Commission a copy of our March 10 report 
which we sent to Representative Dingell describing those 
activities.  

sincerely yours.  

Herbert S. Sanger, Jr.  
General Counsel 

Enclosure 
cc: Lynne Bernabei, Esq.  

Newman & Owens 
1619 New Hampshire Avenuo. NW.  
Washington, D.C. 20009 
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